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Sissel Bakke begins therapy as an adult. The focus during the therapy sessions

is on her relationship with her father. As a result of these sessions, glimpses of

Sissel’s childhood experiences come back to her. She realizes that she can no

longer lie to herself. But how should she handle the knowledge she has acquired

during these sessions? If she was a victim of sexual abuse, how does she deal

with the love she felt for her father during her youth?

Sissel’s therapy sessions with Eva Dalsgaard Axelsen lasted for two and a half

years. During that time, Sissel wrote a diary and Eva took notes. Together they

published the book, The Journey Back, twenty years ago. Recently, they met

again and renewed their collaboration. The New Journey Back contains the

conversations they had while Sissel was in therapy as well as their more recent

dialogue in which they discussed how events unfolded after the end of the

sessions. Did therapy work for Sissel? What did Eva experience during the

conversations with her patient? What kind of knowledge did Sissel acquire? Did

she ever tell her mother about the abuse?

The New Journey Back is a book about the power and possibilities of therapy.

Written in collaboration between the well-known psychologist Eva Dalsgaard

Axelsen and her client Sissel Bakke, this book provides unique insight into what

therapy can do for both client and therapist. The book also contains a chapter

about the therapeutic and theoretical studies on which Eva Dalsgaard Axelsen

bases her practice. 
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